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**FORMAT:**
Dyad process
Duration: 20 minutes

**PURPOSE:**
Learn to create out of nothing.

**SETUP:**
Get together in groups of 2 or 3. Please stand. Each person gets 1 minute. Then feedback & coaching.

**INTRO / BACKGROUND:**

**INSTRUCTIONS / PROCEDURE:**
Give directions:

- How to paint a Rembrandt.
- How to drive to Rome.
- How to explain a deaf person to fry an ostrich egg.
- How to rebuild a destroyed relationship. *
- How to sing in harmony.
- How to lead a team. *
- How to calm down an angry mother-in-law.
- How to give birth to a baby. *
- How to make apple pie.
- How to bargain for a used car.
- How to make 100.000 Euros in one year.
- How to source the principle of love. *
- How to give first aid to someone lying on the ground.
- How to do a real American Indian rain dance. *
- How to pray. *
- How to be responsible. *
- Design new animal clothing fashion. *

- For performing hand inspection for intestinal parasites in Phillipino water buffalos.
• For teaching people to like to eat brussel sprouts and tag health importance of this.
• For spies to stop a sneeze.
• You have a brain virus that makes you stutter. Say “TH” before each vowel. Tell the story of your life. How you learned to cope with this. *
• You are linear or nonlinear expert.
• For educating gifted children. *
• For performing appendix removal surgery on a gorilla
• For training a Bavarian field dance to tango. *
• For deciphering African insect love messages. *
• Creative ways for using left over spaghetti.
• For travelling to Indonesia the cheapest way.
• For patented method for receiving dead gold fish. *
• For what you could do with a license for fat people.
• For getting a free dinner. *
• For rebuilding an automobile engine.
• For washing the private parts of male elephants. *
• For becoming a millionaire. *
• For designing toilets in a blind people’s home.
• For making a love potion to attract a partner. *
• For capturing a dragon alive.
• For defending yourself from angry Mongolians.
• For time travelling into the past. *
• For catching and cooking dinosaur meat.
• For playing the didgeridoo.
• For bringing world peace. *
• For speaking Swahili.
• For healing someone from a serious disease. *
• For yodeling.
• For stopping earthquakes.
• For getting slugs out of the victim position of low drama.
• For getting a diaper on a hippopotamus with diarrhea..

You are world class authority in:
• How to stack turtles.
• How to do the chicken dance. *
• How to self psychoanalyze yourself. *
• How to train moles to clean.
• Uses for a pet snake
• How to remove ingrown toenails from alligators.
• Speaking in rhymes (story of your life. This training, possibility management trainings, your company.) *
• Singing in rhymes. *
• Singing dancing in rhymes. *

• Weight reducing flu catcher (live).
• Healthy jewelry.
• Babysitter.
• Generate good excuses. *
• Train your husband to be a goddess maker. *
  Train your wife to be a kingmaker.
• Train your cat bark and bring the paper.
• Tie ties.
• Abolish taxes.
• Clean the bathroom
• Emergency appendectomy.
• Improve eyesight.
• Plan your day – manage time.
• Get famous.
• Travel to Timbuktu.
• Learn to eat with chopsticks.
• Entertain quadriplegics. *
• Avoiding mosquito bites.
• Get water in the Sahara desert.
• Communicate with aliens.
• Learn the true meaning of hieroglyphics.
• Design new sexual clothes fashion. *
• Protect yourself from electromagnetic.
• Find where you are.
• Change facts into electricity. *
• Make use of arguments. *
• Eliminate dandruff. *
• Get rid of pimples. *
• Build a mouse trap.
• Thief alarm.
• Crane for lifting water balloon.
• Pop a balloon.
• Chopping wood carry water.
• Communicate a message point A to B.
• Fire someone.
• Create a new product.
• Remove cow poop from stable.
• Prevent cockroaches from getting pregnant. *
• Track your geneology.
• Build a telephone.
• Cookie factory.
• Key finder.
• Teach a goldfish to read. *
• Cleaning teeth.
• Cross a river.
• End a steel manufacturing strike.
• Pet food dispenser.
• Bury dead people.
• Control cars at intersections.
• Clean air.
• Universal sales technique. *
• Control your appetite.
• Yes machine.
• New sport.
• Reduce poverty. *
• Eat spaghetti.
• Visit the moon.
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